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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l], we have introduced the classes GCZ( p) and U(p) of semi-extraspecial 
and ultraspecial p-groups, namely @Z(p) = {X 1 X is a finite p-group, X’ # 1, 
Nmax Z(X) * X/N is extraspecial} and U(p) = {X j XE EK!!( p), r(X) = 
*r(X)}. If X is a semi-extraspecial p-group, then X is a special group of even 
rank with r(X’) < &r(X) as has been proved in [l, Satz I]. This assertion shows 
that the ultraspecial groups are in a way the maximal elements in 6E( p). The 
Sylow-p-subgroups D(n), Q(n) of the groups PSL(3, p”), PSU(3,p”“) are impor- 
tant examples for ultraspecial p-groups. We use the notation D(n) = {(a, b, c) 1 
(a, b, c> C GF(p”)}, (a, b, ~)(a’, b’, c’) = (a + a’, b + b’, c + c’ f ah’), Q(n) = 
((a, 6) j (a, 6) C GF( pz”), 6 + 6 - uz = 0}, where z equals xpn for x E GF( pan), 
(a, b)(a’, 6’) : (a + a’, b + b’ + aa’) (cf. [l]). 
The rank of a finite p-group P, denoted by Y(P), is the number of elements 
in a minimal generating system for P. We write A * B for the central product 
of groups A, B with amalgamated centers. Otherwise we use the notation 
described in [3, 51. 
2. ON THE HALL-HIGMAN REDUCTION 
In this section, we prove a result which may be a useful supplement to the 
following which is known as the “Hall-Higman reduction.” 
THEOREM I [5, Satz III 13.51. Let A be a p’-group of uutomorphisms of 
the$nite p-group P and let +G be an element of A\(l). Choose Q us a minimal element 
in thesetn=(XIX,(P,Xol=XV’olEA, [X,$1+1). ThenQiseither 
elementary Abeliun 07 a non-Abeliun special group such that A acts irreducibly 
on 010’ and # acts trivially on Q’. -A, 
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Choosing A = (#j in the above theorem, we state as 
COROLLARY 1. Let $I be a p’-automorphism of a finite p-group P. Then each 
minimal Q in X = (X [ X < P, x1,6 = X, [X, I$] f I} is either elementary 
Abelian or a non-Abelian special group such that ~,,4 acts irreducibly on Q/Q and 
trivially on Q’. In particular, Q is either elementary Abelian or semi-extraspecial. 
The following theorem generalizes [ 1, Satz 3b]. 
THEOREM 2. Let 4 be a p’-automorphism of the non-Abelian, special finite 
p-group P acting irreducibly on P/P’ and trivially on P’. Let m be the minimal 
element in (k 1 / $ j \ ( pk - 1)). Then P . as isomorphic with Q(n)/Z, Z a suitable 
subgroup of Z(Q(n)), 2n = m. Further P can be identified with Q(n)/Z in such a 
way that Z(a, b) 4 = Z(ha, b) holds where h is an element of GF( p2”)* with order 
dividing pn + 1. 
Proof. Put N L- @(P) and let {xi 1 1 < i < m> be a minimal generating 
system for P such that xi4 E Hxi+r , 1 <i <m- 1, x,#~Hn~rx~~ holds. 
Then f, f = xm - xz1 aixi--l, is the characteristic polynomial over GF(p) 
of the linear transformation on P/H induced by 4. Especially, f is irreducible 
over GF( p). We conclude from [xi , xj] 4 = [xi+r , xj+J, 1 < i, j < m - 1, 
that P’ is generated by the elements xi , zi = [x1 , xr+J, 1 < i < m - 1. Note 
that m is even, say m = 2n, and that .a,-, equals [x, , xJ. We compute a,,+ = 
LX s+l , nL1 $11 = ni=r z;~s+~-L nail-’ z>s-l. Therefore, z,-, is an element 
of (zi / 1 < i < m - s - 1) if s < grn holds. So, we are able to remove the 
elements zi , i > n, from the generating system {.si j 1 < i .< m - I} for P’. 
This gives P’ = (zi 1 1 < i < n> and r(P’) < n. All elements xi, 1 < i < m, 
have same pth power, say z, z E P’. Now, .a = (x&)P implies z = x’z”, where 
x’ equals aa, a = J& a,, and x” = JJ,,, [xi , xjla@j holds if p equals 2, x” =- 1 
if p is odd. Note that 0 # f(1) = 1 - a holds. In case p + 2, we conclude 
therefore from u” == z’ that a equals 1. If p is even, we conclude a = 0 which 
yields z = J& [xi , xjlaaa,. 
The automorphism #J, acting irreducibly on P/H, has order dividing p” -1 1, 
according to [7, Satz 51. Noting that Q, Q = Q(n), possesses an automorphism 9 
of order pfl + 1, we know from [7, Satz l] that we may identify P/H with 
Q/Q’ in such a way that # acts on Q/Q’ as a suitable power # of v. Now, the above 
relations which are determined by the action of 4 resp. q? on Q/Q’ together with 
[xi , xj , xk, = 1, 1 < i, j, k < m, are defining relations for Q. Therefore, P 
is isomorphic with a factor group Q/Z of Q. Clearly, r(P) = r(Q) gives Z C Z(Q). 
COROLLARY 2. Let # be u p’-automorphism of a finite p-group P. Then the 
minimal elements in fi = (X ( X < P, X$ = X, [X, I/J] # I> are either elemen- 
tary Abelian OY isomorphic with a group Q(n)/Z, where Z C Z(Q(n)) holds. 
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3. AUTOMORPHISMS OF ULTRASPECIAL GROUPS 
In this section, we look at an ultraspecial p-group P which admits a nontrivial 
p’-automorphism centralizing P’, especially in case p = 2. 
DEFINITION 1. Let P be a non-Abelian special finite p-group. Then the 
set of those nonidentity p’-automorphisms of P which centralize P’ is denoted 
by 4f’). 
DEFINITION 2. Let # be a p’-automorphism of a finite p-group P. 
Suppose first that # has prime order. We call # an automorphism of negative 
type if the smallest element in {K [ k E N, 1 4 j 1 ( p” - 1)) is even. 
In general, we call $I of negative type if every prime order element in (#> 
is of negative type. Otherwise, $ is of positive type. 
We need a result which is proved in [2]. 
THEOREM 3 (Blackburn, [2, Theorem 7.511). Let G be a finite p-group 
and let N be a nonidentity subgroup of exponent p in the center of G. We denote 
the number of elements of order at most p in a p-group X by j(X). If $j is the set 
of maximalsubgroups of N, then CMEa j(G/M) = (I sj 1 - 1) j(G/iV) + j(G). 
Proof (N. Blackburn). For the convenience of the reader, let us repeat 
Blackburn’s arguments. We put K = 1 !+j /, pn = ) N 1 which yields 
k = [n;:; (p” - p”)]/[IT;:; (p”-’ - pi)] = (p” - l)/(p - I), so 
k = I5 I = (I N I - l)l(P - 1). (1) 
We put 8 = {(x, M) j XEG\N, ME%, XPEM} and 8, = {M( (x,M)EQ}. 
Then 1 6, 1 equals the number of maximal subgroups of N/(xP) if N contains 
the element xp. So we have 
I~i,/ =k if xp = 1 (2) 
and-using relation (1) with N replaced by N/(xP)- 
I 6 I = (k - 1)/p if xp E N\( 1). (3) 
Further 1 Q ( equals the sum of the orders 1 @,I, where x runs through the set 
L1 = {x ] x E G\N, xp E N}. Put 9, = (x / x E 2, xP = l} and 9r = 2\9!, . Then 
Now If?] ==(j(G/N)- l)lNl, If?,,/ =j(G)- JNI implies 
1051 =j(G)(k--)+j(G/N)IN/k+- kINI. (5) 
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Fixing an element M of 43 we find 1(x 1 (x, M) E @}I = (j(G/Pf) -p) 1 M 1 
which gives 
IQ1 = 1 (.~(W-P)~. 
M~h (6) 
We complete the proof by comparing Eqs. (5) and (6). 
LEMMA 1. (a) Suppose P E 6(5(p), P = AB, [A, B] = 1, where A and B 
are proper subgroups of P. Then we have A’ = B’ = P’ and {A, B} C G@(p). 
(b) Suppose P E U(p), P = AB and [A, B] = 1. Then either A = P 
or B = P holds. 
Proof. Let N be any maximal subgroup of Z(P). Since P/N is extraspecial, 
we have A’N/N f 1 and .Z(AN/N) C Z(P/N) = Z(P)/N. Therefore, A’ = 
@(A) = Z(A) = Z(P) h o Id s and A/N is extraspecial which yields A E 6Q!( p). 
Now, (b) follows from (a) and [l, Satz I]. 
LEMMA 2. (a) Let P be a non-Abeliun, special, jnite p-group, #J E A(P). 
Then P = C,(4) * [P, #I. 
(b) Suppose P E U(p). Then every element of A(P) acts fixed-point freely 
on PIP’. 
Proof. Let L be an irreducible GF(p)[($)]-submodule of [P, $1 P’/P’, 
e # 0, let R be the kernel of the embedding of (L, $) in Aut(C,(#)). Then we 
have 0 f [E, $1 C E n x CL which gives L C tf. Clearly, (b) follows from (a) 
and Lemma 1 (b). 
LEMMA 3. Let E be an elementary Abelian p-group with a subgroup Z. Let 
$I be a p’-automorphism of E which acts irreducibly on E/Z and centralizes Z. 
Denote the group algebra GF(p)[(#)] by ‘%. Then C, C = {a 1 01 E Aut E, 
[a, E] c Z, [01, Z] = l} is an elementary Abelian p-group and a direct sum of 
irreducible ‘U-modules each of which is isomorphic with the dual module to E/Z. 
Proof. Let Z, be a minimal subgroup of Z and put K = {a 1 01 E C, 
[OI, E] C Z,}. Clearly, K is an irreducible %-module and C the direct sum of 
%-modules isomorphic with K. Let Q be the #- invariant, split extension of E 
by K, N a complement for Z, in Z and put Q = Q/N. We find Z(Q) n E = Zr 
and &’ = a(&) = Z, . Therefore, Q is an extraspecial p-group, generated by 
the normal elementary Abelian subgroups E, KZ(g) which proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let the fkite p-group V be a direct product of an elementary 
Abelian and a non-Abelian special group. Let Q!J be a p’-automorphism of V which 
acts irreducibly on V/Z(V) and centralizes Z(V). Denote the group algebra 
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-wK\L)I bJ 2L 7% en C, C = (a 1 a E Aut V, [or, V] C Z(V), [a, Z(V)] = 1) 
is an elementary Abelian p-group and a direct sum of BI-modules which are iso- 
morphic with V/Z(V). 
Proof. Let 2, be a minimal subgroup of Z(V), N a complement for Z, in 
Z(V) not containing I/‘. We define K in the same way as done in Lemma 3, 
regard Y, v = V/Z(V), as an 9Z-submodule of C and may assume v # K. 
The kernel of the natural epimorphism of C onto C = {o( / 01 E C, cy E Aut( V/N)} 
has nontrivial intersection with v @ K, since 1 v 1 = [ C j holds, and it is 
different from K and p. Therefore, ir @ K contains more than two nontrivial, 
proper ?I-modules which yields r g K. 
Our next result follows easily from Lemmas 3 and 4. 
LEMMA 5. Let P be a non-Abelian, special, jnite p-group, let $ be an element 
of A(P) andput Cu = GF(p)[($)]. We define Ri = (X 1 P’(X < P, X/P’ r Mi 
as $%-modules), where Mi , 1 < i < t, a re inequivalent representatives of the 
irreducible ?I-submodules of P/P’. Then, for every i, 1 < i < t, there exists 
exactly one integer j, 1 < j < t, zoith [R, , Ri] # 1. 
THEOREM 4. Let P be a semi-extraspecial p-group, let # be an element of 
A(P) and dejne ‘$I, Mi , Ri , t as in Lemma 5. We can choose s such that Ri is 
non-Abelian exactly if i > 2s. Then P is a central product of semi-extraspecial 
groups Di , 1 < i < s, and R, , 2s < j ,( t. Also, Di is a product of the elementary 
Abelian, normal subgroups Rzi , Rzidl which have same order and intersect in P’. 
In case P E U(p), exactly one of the factors Di , Rj occurs in the above decomposition 
of the group P. 
Proof. The result follows from Lemmas 1 and 5. 
We need a corollary to Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 6. Let P be a non-Abelian special, finite p-group, II, a prime order 
element of A(P). If $ is of positive type, then the inverse image Q of every subgroup 
g of PIP’, on which # acts irreducibly, is elementary Abelian. 
Proof. The group Q decomposes as Q = Q1 x Q, , where Qr _C Z(P) 
holds and Qs = [Q, $1 is either an elementary Abelian group or a non-Abelian 
special group such that (Qs , 4) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2. Now, 
Theorem 2 completes the proof. 
We give more information in the case p = 2. 
LEMMA 7. Let P be an ultraspecial 2-group with A(P) f o . Put q = 1 P’ 1, 
q3 = P I. Then exactly one of the following holds. 
(1) The group P/N is extraspecial of positive type whenever N is a maximal 
subgroup in P’. Further, P contains exactly 2q2 - q - 1 involutions. 
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(2) The group P{N is extraspecial of nrgative type whenever N is a maximal 
subgroup in P’. Further, al(P) = P’ holds. 
Proof. Let I/J be an element of i4(P), N a maximal subgroup of P’. Then 
/ 1c, ( divides the number of elements in P/P’ whose inverse images in P/N have 
order four which equals (#)(q + 1) if P/N is of negative type, (q/2)(q - I) 
if P/N is of positive type (cf. [6, Proposition 9.181). Now, 1 # ) divides exactl! 
one of these numbers since $J is a p’-element. Theorem 3 completes the proof. 
THEOREM 5. Let P be a semi-extraspecial 2-group, $ an element of -d(P) 
of positive type. We define Ri , Di , s, t as in Lemma 5 and Theorem 4. Then, the 
groups Ri , 1 < i < t, are all elementary Abelian and P is a central product 
of the groups Dj , 1 < j < s. 
Proof. Every element in R,\P’ is contained in an elementary Abehan group 
as Lemma 6 shows. Therefore the groups Ri, 1 < i < t, are all elementary 
Abelian. 
LEMMA 8. Suppose P E U(2), I,JG E A(P). S pp u ose also that 4 is a prime order 
element of negative type and define Ri , Di as in Theorem 4. Let 2n be the minimal 
element of (R j [ # 1 / (2” - I)} and put fi = {X 1 X < P, [X, +] = X, $ acts 
irreducibly on XP’IP’). Then 
(a) In case (2) of Lemma 7, every element in X is isomorphic with Q(n). 
(b) We have either P = R, or P = D, = R,R, . In the second case, 
X~~~X$R,uR,impliesX~Q(n). 
Proof. If X is an element in ZF as described above, then X is a special group 
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2 and also Qn,(X) = X’. The second con- 
dition gives r(X’) > $r(X) (cf. [4, Theorem 1.41). Theorem 2 completes the 
proof. 
4. REMARKS 
I have learned that T. Hawkes first introduced the notation of ultraspecial 
p-groups in [4]. In his notation, an ultraspecial p-group is a non-Abelian, 
special p-group P satisfying sZ,(P) = P’. Let us denote this class of groups by 
U*(p). Hawkes proves X E U*(2) 3 r(X’) 3 BY(X). Therefore, elements of 
U*(2) satisfying r(X) = &Y(X) are “minimal” in U*(2). We denote the class 
of these “minimal” elements by %IIU*(2). A s an example for the relations between 
the classes U(2) and ))nU*(2) let us state 
LEMMA 9. We have (a) U*(2) n G@(2) $ U(2). 
(b) gUI*(2) C U(2). 
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Proof. Clearly, (a) follows from [4, Theorem 1.41, [I, Satz l] and [ 1, Defi- 
nition 21. Now suppose P E YJU*(2), r(P) = 272 and let N be a maximal sub- 
group of P’. Then P/N is isomorphic with E x R, E an elementary -4belian 
group, R a central product of a cyclic group of order two or four and an extra- 
special group of rank 2t, 1 <. t < n. Define j( ) and Jj as in Theorem 3. As 
j(P/N) equals one of the numbers 22n, 22n -;- 22n-*, 22* - 2e71-t (see for instance 
[6, Proposition 9.181, we compute k, k = x,L,,sj(P/M) to be not smaller than 
(2” - 1)(22n - 2”). Also, K equals this number if and only if P/;V is an extra- 
special 2-group of negative type whenever N is a maximal subgroup of P’. On 
the other hand,j(P) = 2” implies R = (2” - 2) 2” + 2” by Theorem 3 which 
proves the lemma. 
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